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Dear Friends in Christ,
The internet really does connect Catholics
around the world, as shown by the RC
Meditations being recognized in Nigeria – an
often dangerous place to practice our
faith. It is wonderful that our work can offer
some comfort! You might enjoy a visit to
Young & Catholic Nigeria.
Below you can link to an inspiring video by
Fr John Connor LC, something instruction
from yours truly, and a book by Fr Michael
Mitchell LC that might bring you to tears of
joy.
Yours in Christ,
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Thanks, Joseph
Making Conversation
with a Three Year Old

Fr John Connor LC on the beautiful

future of Regnum Christi: video

Follow Regnum Christi!

Fr John Connor LC, territorial director for North America,
with a message about the exciting future of Regnum
Christi.
MORE

Regnum Christi Communications Principles -- 4

The 4th of our 10 Regnum Christi Communications Principles is about DIALOGUE
-- the starting point in any interaction with others, the foundation for a conversation
that can lead to transformation.
MORE

I Saw His Face

See how Christ’s Mercy is at work among those who serve and those who are
being served in this inspiring collection of encounters with God’s mercy in the new
book by Fr Michael T. Mitchell LC. Fr Mitchell takes readers on missions to Haiti
and Mexico where he experience firsthand Matthew 25:40, “Truly I tell you, just as
you did it to one of the least of these who are members of family, you did it to me.”
MORE

Christmas Tradition of Service for Challenge
Mundelein

The Challenge Girls’ in Mundelein, IL have a special Christmas tradition that they
have participated in for the past 5 years – Operation Christmas Child. Many of the
Challenge members are now sophomores in high school, but remember back
when they started doing this project in 5th grade. One year a local Christian radio
station even featured the girls live on air while they were packing their shoeboxes
with toys and goods for kids in need abroad.
MORE

His faithful love
By Carol Dodd

January 3, 2016 has become a historic date in my book.
During my hour of prayer that morning, the time flew by as I sat in front of Christ in
the Eucharist and made a huge list of gratitude in my journal.
MORE

Hobbits, second breakfast and silence
By Sara Sullivan

After many years of asking God to help me be a morning person, it has finally
happened. Truly, wonders never cease!
MORE

Thanks, Joseph
By Jim Fair

Joseph was an extraordinary ordinary Joe.
I’ve been thinking about him a lot the past couple weeks as 2015 was winding
down and I have drifted into new stages in life. Like Joseph, I’m a husband and
father, although serving a comparatively minor role in the story of the human race.
MORE

Making Conversation with a Three Year old
By Rachel Peach

Making conversation with a three year old can be a little interesting.
Especially when you’re trying to walk them back to their classroom while
distracting them from the fact they’re separated from their parents.
MORE
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